Sports consultation:

The initial situation
First appointment on 13.10.2007
An experienced sportswoman came to our QUANTEC®
presentation. In this context, we described some case
examples and usage possibilities – including in the field
of competitive sport. This aroused her curiosity, and we started to discuss the
matter. Her problem was that she had not been able to train as much as
necessary over recent months because of occasional pains in the knee, and a
Marathon run was due to take place in Munich in a few days. Since she felt
that she had not trained properly for the event, she did not know how things
would go.
We told her that we would be happy to assist her in this matter, although we
could not promise whether this would result in the desired success at such
short notice. The support would be provided in the form of a target
transmission by QUANTEC®. After more detailed explanation of the
procedure, she agreed to it, and we worked out a HealingSheet*.
This included the following points:
Stamina
Successful Marathon
Supply of the body and the musculature
Calm and relaxation
Self‐confidence and optimism

* The QUANTEC® HealingSheet is a therapy program that contains all affirmations and
remedies that are broadcasted to the client or the target. The HealingSheet is the result of
an automated scan performed by QUANTEC®.

Objective:
Optimum stamina and success for the Marathon run in
Munich.
She was now able to confirm the individual entries in the
Healing Sheet, and was confident and relaxed about how
the next day would go. The relevant Healing Sheet was
transmitted for three days.

Result:
QUANTEC® once again confirmed its effectiveness in this case! We were all
delighted and deeply moved by the result of the Marathon run. She made her
preparations in all calm, and drove to Munich with her husband. She
persevered well throughout the complete run, with energy reserves and full
of joy and optimism. She did not feel herself over‐taxed in terms of condition.
She was also rewarded at this event by beating her personal best time by 10
minutes.
All this for the good of the whole.
Thank you very much

